1. Introduction. The set D n of all nxn doubly-stochastic matrices is a semigroup with respect to ordinary matrix multiplication. This note is concerned with the determination of the maximal subgroups of D n . It is shown that the number of subgroups is finite, that each subgroup is finite and is in fact isomorphic to a direct product of symmetric groups. These results are applied in § 3 to yield information about the least number of permutation matrices whose convex hull contains a given doubly-stochastic matrix.
Proofs The roots of an idempotent matrix e are 1 or 0, and the number of roots equal to 1 is the rank of e. If e is indecomposable and doubly-stochastic, it follows from the PerronFrobenius theorem on non-negative matrices (cf. [8] ) that 1 is a simple root of e and hence that e has rank one. The result now follows easily.
Let us denote the mxm idempotent matrix all of whose elements are equal to 1/w by e(m). More generally, if A = (X u ..., X k ) is any partition of n, i.e. if n = A t + ... + X k with Aj 2: X 2 S; ... ^ X k > 0, let us denote by e(X) the idempotent nxn matrix which is the direct sum of e^) , ...,e(X k ):
Clearly e(A) is an idempotent member of D n , and, according to (2.2), every idempotent is cogredient to some e(A). It is clear that the cogrediency class of e(A) corresponds uniquely to the partition A (with decreasing parts A t ^ A 2 ^ ... ^ X k > 0), so that distinct partitions A yield non-cogredient idempotents e(A). Since P n is finite and the number of partitions of n is also finite, it follows that D n has only a finite number of idempotents. Hence (2. 3) The number of maximal subgroups of D n is finite.
In fact, we can easily determine this number, by computing the number of idempotents cogredient to e(A). There are altogether n! idempotents M~1e(A)« with ueP n , but each is repeated a number of times equal to the number of permutation matrices u which commute with e(A). If the partition A has p a parts equal to a (1 ^ a ^ n), then it is easily seen that this number is equal to ]~[ (a!) p "p a !. It follows that the number of distinct idempotents in D n is equal to " where the sum extends over all partitions n = £ p a a of n. We now proceed to determine the structure of the maximal group G(X) = G eW containing the idempotent e(A), where A is a fixed partition of n. To this end, let e(p; q) denote the pxq matrix all of whose elements are equal to l/q. Thus it is obvious that e(q; q) = e{q), and it is easily verified that e(p; q)e(q; r) = e(p; r). If A = (A t , ..., X k ) is any partition of n, putj e(A*) = e(A i; 1 ) 0 . . . © e(A,; 1), so that e(*A) has k rows and n columns while e(A*) has« rows and k columns. The preceding remarks concerning e(p; q) imply at once that e(X*)e(*X) = e(X), e(*X)e(X*) = 1, where of course 1 denotes the identity kxk matrix. Proof. The rows (and also the columns) of e(r) are all equal. From e(r)x = x it follows that the rows of x are all equal. Similarly, from x = xe(s) we deduce that all the columns of x are equal and hence that all the elements of x are equal. The result follows.
Now let x e G(X), and partition x into blocks corresponding to the equation
Let x(ij) denote the block in the /th horizontal andyth vertical strips. From the relations e(X)x = x = xe(X), which are valid because e(X) is the neutral element of G(X), we conclude that
for all i,j. It follows from (2.4) that
where £ is a suitable non-negative k x k matrix. We shall prove, in fact, that £ is a permutation matrix. Note firstly that x{i,j) = e(X t ; l)«,yc(l; Xj), whence
Now each of e(*X), x, e(X*) is clearly row-stochastic (i.e. all row sums are equal to unity). It follows that t, itself is row-stochastic. Observe secondly that the mapping x -> I, is a multiplicative homomorphism. Thus, if y denotes the inverse of x in G(X), and r\ -e(*X)ye(X*), then we have ft, = e(*X)xe(X*)e(*X)ye(X*) = e(*X)xe(X)ye(X*)
= e(*X)xye(X*) = e(*X)e(X*)e(*X)e(X*) = 1, and similarly r\t, = 1. This means that £, r\ are both non-negative row-stochastic matrices and £, = >/ -1 . It follows by an argument similar to that used in the proof of (2.1) that both £ and t\ are permutation matrices (cf. the proof of Theorem 5 in [7] , where the argument clearly applies to row-stochastic matrices.) We shall however indicate this proof briefly. We have now established that, for every x e G(X), the matrix £, = e[*X)xe(X*) is a permutation matrix. We can say more about £ however. As before, let X stand for the row (X t , ...; X k ). Then clearly Xe(*X) = (1, 1, ..., 1) , and because x is doubly-stochastic we find that « = (1, ..., l)e(X*) = X.
Of course, £, is a permutation matrix, and the elements of X are positive integers. As before, suppose that p x of these elements are equal to a. The equation XI, = X then implies that £ belongs to P(X) = P Pn © P Pn _, © ... © P p i , i.e., that t, is the direct sum of permutation matrices of degrees p n , p n _,, ..., p , (obviously terms with p x = 0 are to be ignored). Conversely, it is plain that, if £, e P(A), then x = e(X*)&(*X) belongs to the group e(X*)P(X)e(*X), which must be G(X) because it contains e(A*)e(*A) = e(X). We have therefore proved the following:
For any partition X of n, the mapping where t; = e(*X)xe(X*), is a group isomorphism. In particular G(X) is a finite group of order Pl l...p n l
Note that, when X is the partition of n into n parts (each equal to 1), e(X) is the identity matrix 1 and G(X) is the group P n of all n x n permutation matrices.
3. An application. Since the mappings x ->^, i -* x described above are both linear, they establish an isomorphism between the convex hull H{X) of the elements of the group G(X) and the convex hull of the group P(X). Of course both of these are semigroups. It is well known that the convex hull of P n is D n (this is Birkhoff's theorem; cf. [1] ). Thus the convex hull of
Thus we have ( 
3.1) The semigroup H(X) is isomorphic with D{X).
In this section we are interested in the least number v(x) of permutation matrices whose convex hull contains a given doubly-stochastic matrix x. It is evident that D n is contained in a linear variety of dimension (« -I) 2 , and therefore the above theorem gives the estimate
If no further information is given concerning x, this estimate is best possible. However, an estimate is obtained in [5] for indecomposable x, namely
where c denotes the number of roots of JC of unit modulus. We shall obtain a bound for v(x), given that x e H(X). Proof. The direction of the linear variety in V generated by the Im points x t +yj is the vector space spanned by all differences (x t +yj) -(x a +y^) = (x t -x a ) + (yj-yp) . The dimension of this linear variety (i.e. the dimension of its direction) is therefore not more than
The result now follows from (3.2). The result now follows from (3.5).
For x e H(X), let v A (x) denote the smallest number of elements of G(A) whose convex hull contains x. When A has n parts equal to 1, v x (x) coincides with v(x). We prove Proof. According to the remarks made at the beginning of this section, the matrix £ = e(*X)xe(X*) belongs to D(X), and has the form f = ^ © ... © £ t , where £, e D Pa . Thus, by (3.3), v(<^,) ^ (p ai -I) 2 +1> an< l by repeated application of (3.6) we have as required.
Remark. If we suppose in this proof that each ^ is indecomposable and that f, has c, roots of unit modulus, then we can use (3.4) instead of (3.3) and obtain the inequality (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) v A (x) = v ( O^l + E c i ( p a i / c i -l ) 2 .
f = i
Finally in this section we prove 
